We consider the p-pie~cing problem, in which we are given a collection of regions, and wish to determine whether there exists a set of p points that intersects each of the given regions. We give linear or near-linear algorithms for small values of p in cases where the given regions are either axispazallel rectangles or convex c-oriented polygons in the plane (i.e., convex polygons with sides from a fixed finite set of directions).
gions.
We give linear or near-linear algorithms for small values of p in cases where the given regions are either axispazallel rectangles or convex c-oriented polygons in the plane (i.e., convex polygons with sides from a fixed finite set of directions).
We also investigate the planar rectilinear (and polygonal) p-center problem, in which we are given a set S of n points in the plane, and wish to find p axis-parallel congruent squares (isothetic copies of some given convex polygon, respectively) of smallest possible size whose union covers S. We also study several generalizations of these problems. We give O(n polylog n)-time solutions for 4-and 5-piercing of axis-pazallel rectangles, for more general rectilinear 4-center problems, and for rectilinear 5-center problems. 2-pierceability of a set of n convex c-oriented polygons can be decided in time 0(c2n log n), and the 2-center problem for a convex c-gon can be solved in O(c5n log n) time. The first solution is worst-case optimal when c is fixed.
1 Introduction
The problems. Let 7?, be a set of n regions in the plane, and let p be a positive integer.
7? is called p-pierceable if
there exists a set of p piercing points which intersects every member of R The p-piercing problem is to determine whether X! is p-pierceable, and, if so, to produce a set of p piercing points.
In the p-center problem we are given a set S of n points in the plane, some compact convex set C, and a positive integer p.
The goal is to find p isothetic copies of C of smallest possible scaling factor, whose union covers S.
This problem arises in the area of facility location in operations research, and many variants of it have been studied [7, 8, 10, 11, 19, 23, 25, 28, 30, 31, 33] . If C is the unit ball of some norm II . IIc, then the p-center problem seeks a set P of p 'facility points', so that the maximum II~Ilc-distance from a point of S to its nearest facility point is minimized.
A natural case is when C is a unit disk, so [1 . Ilc is the euclidean distance ( euclidean p-center problem). When C is a square, then II . 11 c can be viewed as the /1-or &-norm
(depending on the orientation of the square), and we face the rectilinear p-center problem.
A standazd reduction from the p-center-problem to the p-piercing problem goes as follows. Let C denote the reflection of C (with respect to some interior pointl which we assume to be the origin). Define X?(J) = {s + AC I s E S}, J~O. Then we seek the smallest possible A for which 7?(J) is p-pierceable. The piercing points (for the smallest A) aze the locations of the desired facilities; they serve as centers of isothetic copies of AC whose union covers S. Often, the p-center problem is solved by techniques like parametric searching [29] or monotone matrix seazching [13, 14, 15] , which run some sort of binary search on A to locate the optimal solution.
The related p-piercing problem, for any fixed A, is then referred to as the decision problem, or the jixedsize problem, and is used as an 'oracle' to guide the binary search. previous results.
It is known that the p-piercing and p-center problems are NP-complete when p k part of the input, even if the regions aze translates of a square [31] , and that they can be solved in polynomial time for any fixed p (assuming that C and the sets to be pierced are simply shaped, see [7, 24] ).
The l-piercing problem is easy for simple regions, and the l-center problem is well understood at this point and allows opt imal linear-time solutions for many types of regions -we will not elaborate on this here (see [27, 34] ). The euclidean 2-center problem was recently solved in near-lineaz time [33] , but no such eolution is known for p > 3. The 2-and 3-piercing problems for a set of axis-parallel rectangles have been solved in linear time [22, 23] .'
The rectilinear 2-center problem was also known to be optimally solvable in linear time [8] , while the best previous solution for the rectilinear 3-center problem takes O(n log n) time [8, 23] New results.
We improve the O(n log n) bound for the (weighted) rectilinear 3-center problem to optimal linear time.
For the (unweighed) rectilinear 4-center problem we
give an O(n log n) solution, and for the rectilinear 5-center problem we describe an O(n log5 n) solution, thereby improving on the previous bounds of the form 0(n2 log n) and 0(n3 log n), respectively. The 4-center algorithm is also worst-case optimal.
The new bounds for the center problems are based on new results for the corresponding piercing problems: 4-piercing of translates of a square can be decided in O(n log n) time, 4-(and 5-) piercing of general axis-parallel rectangles can be decided in time O(n logs n) (and 0(nlog4 n), respectively). These results also lead to O(n polylog n) algorithms for the weighted rectilinear 4-and 5-center problems.
Our solutions also imply that the rectilinear p-center problem, for any p~5, can be solved in time 0(np-4 log5 n). We believe, however, that much better results can be obtained for larger p's.
The 2-center problem, when C is a convex c-gon (polygonal 2-center problem), can be solved in 0(c5n log n) time.
This is based on 2-piercing of c-oriented convex polygons (whose sides draw their directions from a fixed set of c orientations), for which we supply an 0(c2n log n) solution, and
show that it is worst-case optimal when c is fixed. . [26] , from which a randomized linear-time algorithm follows, which can also be derandomized to a deterministic linear-time solution [5] . (ss in Figure   1 ). We may end up in one of the following three situations: (A) At some point a square in Q' is disjoint from all segments tx. Note that in all we have said so far we never used the fact that we are handling congruent squares; everything also holds for general axis-parallel rectangles.
We now claim that, for translates of a square, case (C) already implies 4-pierceability.
For that purpose, let P' be the set of counterclockwise endpoints of the segments tx (the first endpoint of each segment that we encounter as we traverse O& in clockwise direction), and let P" be the set of clockwise endpoints. We want to prove that either P' or P" is a piercing set for Q'.
Any square in Q' containing the upper right vertex of & must intersect tT and tR;more precisely, it must cent ain the counterclockwise endpoint of tR and the clockwise endpoint of tT. In other words, such a square is pierced by both P' and P" . More generally speaking, a square containing a vertex of the location domain is pierced by both P' and P". We have shown that either F" or F'" is a piercing set in situation (C).
For the time analysis, it suffices to consider the algorithm for deciding 4-pierceability for the case that no axis-parallel line intersects all squares, and there is no piercing set con- In order to facilitate simple and efficient updating of the structure, we use a slightly modified variant, in the spirit of the structure in [32] . We give details in the full version, and show that each insert ion or deletion cm be performed in 0(log3 n) time.
We can now describe the full algorithm: (iv) It is easily seen from our assumptions on the location of the piercing points that one of the three piercing points of J, if they exist, can be assumed to be one of the two top vertices of &(J (vii) We next determine whether 7?[J,V) is 2-pierceable by the points w and Z. This is done in a manner similar to that used in the preceding steps, but by accessing the third level of the structure; we omit the description due to lack of spwe.
The total cost of this step is easily seen to be 0(log3 n).
(viii) If~J haa been determined not to be 3-pierceable, we move to the next atomic interval J' of t.We update our data structure with the insertion or deletion of the rectangle by which~J and~Jf differ, and repeat the above steps to J'. As mentioned above, the cost of the update is 0(log3 n).
(ix) If none of the~J's is found to be 3-pierceable, we conclude that Z is not 4-pierceable.
The overall running time of the algorithm is easily seen to be O(n log3 n). Hence we have: Theorem 2.4 The~-piercing problem for n axis-parallel rectangles can be solved in O(n log3 n) time.
5-piercing
Let 72 be a collection of n axis-parallel rectangles, w above.
We want to determine whether 72 can be pierced by five GwzHL.4 We find the set 7?(J,V) of those rectangles of 7?J that do not contain v, and test whether this set is 3-pierceable, following the procedure described in the preceding section.
The data structure that we need here is almost identical to that used above, except that now it has four levels instead of three.
Omitting the easy missing details, we obtain a procedure that runs in O(n log4 n) time.
To test for case (iii), let q be the piercing point lying insidẽ .
Either at least one of the piercing points on the left and right sides of RO lies above q or at least one of these points lies below q. See Figure 2 . Suppose that one of them lies above q. We then 'guess' the piercing point lying on the (5) is piercing. We summarize in a lemma. (1) XR = 1 iff 'R is nonernpty and I-pierceable.
(2) xx = 2 iff 7? is not I-pierceable, and there is a horizontal line intersecting all rectangles.
(3) xz = 3 iff R is not l-pierceable, and there is a vertical line intersecting all rectangles.
(4) XR =~iff them is no axis-parallel line intersecting all rectangles, and C(4J is piercing.
(5) xn = 5 ifl there is no axis-parallel line intersecting all rectangles, and C (4) is not piercing.
The We have thus established monotonicity of w.
As for locality, consider%~g~7? with w(7) = w(~) = (A, -xl, m, -yl, YZ, X) and a rectangle r with a scaling point. Note that w(g) < w(G U {r}), iff r(~) is disjoint from the piercing candidate set described by w(G), which is equivalent to the condkion w(S) < w(X U {r}). This proves locality.
We are left with the task of proving that the combinatorial dimension ('R, w) is bounded by a fixed constant. 
Center Problems
In this section we consider the 2-piercing and 2-center problems for convex polygons. In the 2-center problem, we are given a set S of n points in the plane, and a convex c-gon P, and we want to cover S with two homothetic copies of P whose maximum size is aa small as possible. An equivalent formulation of the problem is as follows. Let~be the reflected image of P through the origin. We want to find the smallest scaling factor A for which the collection P(A) = {s+~~I s c S} of isothetic polygons is 2-pierceable.
As a matter of fact, we consider the following more general We have thus shown the upper bound of part (a) of the following Theorem 4.2 (a) Given a set Q of n convex c-oriented polygons, one can determine, in 0(c2n log n) time, whether Q is 2-pierceable. This is worst-case optimal when c is fixed.
(b) Let S be a set of n points in the plane, and let Q be a convex c-gon. Assume that the points of S are presorted in each of the directions orthogonal to the c orientat~ons of the edges of Q. Then, for any given A > 0, we can decide 2-pierceability of the set {s + AQ I s E S} in linear Lime. The actual maintenance of the queues can also be done in linear time, using a variant of the disjointset-union technique [16] . Details are given in the full version. Part (c) is easy, since we can place one piercing point at a vertex of A(L).
Remark: Lemma 4.1 can be extended to higher dimensions.
We dkcuss this in more detail in the full version. We only mention here that this leads to an algorithm that tests 2-pierceability of a family of n c-oriented convex polytopes in d-space, in time O(n '-1 log n).
We next consider the 2-center problem, as formulated at the beginning of this section. Let S be the given set of n points, and let P(A) == {s+AF We remark that more general polygonal 2-center problems can be solved in O(n polylog n) time, using the parametric searching technique [29] .
